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Industries



Planning

Construction

Maintenance







For users



Start a trial

Get a student license

Find a reseller

Buy or subscribe

Services


Learn & Support



CGS Labs Help Center

Technical support

CGS Labs Academy

Webinars

Blog









For partners



CGS Labs Portal

Become a Partner/Reseller







About us



Our team

Company profile

Competences

Career

Contact









CGS Labs offices



Slovenia

Serbia

Germany

USA

Czech Republic


General



News

Privacy Policy

Cookies

End-user License Agreement










SUBSCRIBE TO E-NEWS





LINKEDIN









YOUTUBE









FACEBOOK
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We represent
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Plateia | Roadway design & reconstruction

Autopath | Swept path analysis

Autosign | Traffic signs & road markings design

Traffic Collection | Autopath, Autosign, Site design & BIM tools
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Ferrovia | Railway design & rail track analysis
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Aquaterra | Channel & river engineering design
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BricsCAD | 2D drafting and 3D modeling





View all products






Road Maintenance
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VEDRA Roads

Road weather stations

VEDRA Smart cities






    






Start a trial

Get a student license

Buy CGS Labs software
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Decide which cookies you want to allow.

You can change these settings at any time. However, this can result in some functions no longer being available. For information on deleting the cookies, please consult your browser’s help function.

Learn more about the cookies we use.
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